The

Marketing Directors

Market research methods to answer all
your questions and tell the full story

Why Bother?
Changing
political,
economic,
social,
technological
environment

Changing
consumer
attitudes
and demands

Need to
catch-up or
stay ahead of
competition

New and
increasing
competition

Harder to
achieve
cut-through,
stand-out
and appeal

Clarifying your business objectives and desired
outcomes is the first step…
Background and business objectives

Research objectives

• What has happened to make the brief
necessary?
• What are your business objectives?

• What are your over-arching research
objectives and specific questions that
need answering?

• What has already been done?

Envisaged Methodology

• What do you already know?

Outcomes
• What do you want to achieve for he
business?

•

Any pre-requisites that we should be
aware of?

Sample and Location
• Any specific guidelines?

• What will success feel like?

Stimulus

Stakeholders

• Any specific inputs?

• What other people has an interest in
this project and how might they want
to be involved?

Outputs
• Any specific outputs?
Timing and costs
• Any specific guidelines?

Our research approaches are designed to help you
get or stay ahead …
Too narrow a focus can miss
valuable big picture context (for
example on possible alternatives
or substitutes for your products)

Understand context

Forward looking
Consumers’ perspectives are
often limited by their own natural
frame of reference and
experiences

Challenging

Collaborative
Consumers have latent creative
ability and are able to do more
than just evaluate solutions put to
them

Creative

… by looking in unusual places and using multiple
techniques we determine what, why and how to….
Context
Getting up close
and understanding
the influences on,
and how customers
make decisions

Collaboration

Time Lines
Creative
Workshops

Ethnography
Affinity
Groups

Pre-tasks

Digital Scrapbooks

Video
Diaries

Conflict

Soliciting the help of
customers to assess
and develop new
product, brand and
communication ideas

Technical
Experts

Deprivation

Inflation

Challenge
Expatriates

Wild Cards

Challenging the way
customers do things to
provoke deeper and more
meaningful insights on
what’s important and not

Starting by working collaboratively to uncover opinions
and build ideas …

What we
know we
know

What we
don’t know
we know



?!

What we
know we
don’t know

What we don’t
know we don’t
know

??

??!!

… on where your brand is now and could go…
What are audience
needs and wants?

RELEASE
(RELAXATION)

What are brand strengths,
weaknesses, features and benefits?

MAKE
MONEY

REWARD
(GIFT/TREAT)

PICK ME
UP/BOOST

FEAR OF ‘LOSING’

PASS TIME

ESCAPE/
DREAM

ENHANCED
EXPERIENCE

Our research methods never stand still. Examples include:
inventive pre-tasks to immerse, record, challenge or create…
Digital Scrapbooks

Santa Claus Challenge

… and ‘brandcepts’ and ‘productcepts’ to express and
uncover where your brand could go
Mock-up ads or
brandcepts help
explore very fine
positioning
nuances; designed
to provoke,
engage, excite,
they help reveal
new positioning
dimensions
New product or
service stimulus
also helps reveal
new
differentiators or
new ‘space’ to
build or extend
brands

Our rigorous method for expressing insights ensures
practical application to your brand or business ….
Insight Summary
Summary of profound understanding on a consumer or his/her
circumstances.
Has to be expressed as a consumer need, want or belief to
ensure that it is something that genuinely matters to consumers.

Relevance / Application of Insight
How this consumer need, want or belief articulated by this
insight could be acted upon or applied to benefit the brand or
business

… and our many creative and rigorous qualitative and
semi quantitative techniques …

Creative Audience Workshops
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… spotlight new opportunities and provide clear
direction to improve, promote and build your brand
Quantitative country
market mapping
highlighting
opportunities by size
and per capita
consumption

Insight platform
revealing ‘trade’
insights and
innovation
opportunities

Example ‘insight platform’ for innovation project
Evidence & Relevance of Insight:

Insight
Under pressure from the media and consumers, the
Government, and Health Service, want to improve hygiene
standards in hospitals. There is a need to eliminate bacteria
on surfaces, equipment and in the air

• An estimated 100,000 a year pick
up some form of infection while
in UK hospitals
• MRSA is now endemic in almost
all UK hospitals
• According to the National Audit
Office, 9% of patients in NHS
hospitals are suffering from an
infection acquired while on
wards or in surgery. This causes
up to 5000 deaths annually and
costs the NHS £1bn / year
• Overall the healthcare sector
accounts for 4.1 million litres of
paint sold and food / catering
and agriculture accounts for a
further 4m litres

Application / Opportunity:
• There is a strong latent and unfulfilled need for surface solutions to improve hygiene in hospitals, care
homes, and places such as schools and catering establishments, in order to prevent the spread of
infection and disease, e.g. e-coli, MRSA
• Potential new products include surface cleaning and preparation materials through to complete
coating systems, for example, that inhibit or kill bacteria, that are environmentally friendly / reduce
‘out-gassing / risk of ‘sick building’ syndrome

Contact Guy Tomlinson to discuss how we could help you:
The Marketing Directors
The Old Barrel Store
Brewery Courtyard
Draymans Lane
Marlow Bucks SL7 2FF
Tel: +44 (0) 1628 400 699 (Main)
Email: themd@themarketingdirectors.co.uk
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